
Restaurant for Sale Auckland

For Sale
Location: Auckland
Asking: $54,000 plus stock

Type:
Hospitality-Restaurants / Hospitality-
Bars

Contact:
Morven Li
021 1879 886 or +64 9 630
9491

nzbizbuysell.co.nz/119584

Clyth MacLeod Business Sales
Licensed REAA 2008
Broker Ref:
clythmacleod_73_3826

Exciting Opportunity to Own an Established Licensed
Restaurant in Prime North Shore Location (CML 10937)
Looking for an incredible opportunity to own a thriving licensed restaurant in the highly sought-after
North Shore area? Look no further!

This restaurant is located in the heart of a vibrant commercial strip, making it an ideal spot for
attracting customers. As soon as you step inside, you'll be greeted by a beautiful folding door that
opens up to the bustling street, giving your restaurant maximum visibility and exposure. The
restaurant boasts a charming outdoor-covered courtyard that provides the perfect setting for dining
and intimate entertaining. Customers will love the ambience as they enjoy delicious food and drinks in
a lovely al fresco setting. The restaurant is fully licensed and offers a wide selection of beverages,
including ice-cold beers to beat the summer heat.

In addition to being perfect for casual dining and drinks, the restaurant is an ideal venue for private
parties and events. The space is versatile and can be easily transformed, to suit any occasion, ensuring
growth and success.

The tenancy costs are reasonable at only $4214.18 per month (including GST) and cover rent, rate,
insurance and water.

Price: $54,000 plus stock.

If you're interested in owning a business in this thriving North Shore community, don't hesitate to
contact Morven at 0211 879 886. This is an incredible opportunity that you can't afford to miss out on!

**To gain further information on this business please copy and paste this link into your browser;
https://rb.gy/idbskd You will be taken to the listing, click on CONFIDENTIALITY AGREEMENT and please
read the terms of before you complete our online form**

Property Code: 10937

Enquire online at: nzbizbuysell.co.nz/119584
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